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Summary and Aspirations.

A new conversation is needed to shape Australia’s digital infrastructure Beyond 2020. 

The purpose of the Beyond 2020 Alliance is to facilitate discussion and debate, and formulate a
vision of Australia’s digitally enabled future beyond 2020. The year 2020 is the nominal date by
which the Australian Government  believes that the NBN is completed.

Years of vocal political debate and argument in respect of the shape and form of the NBN have in
our views, left the Australian public in need of a longer term conversation that seeks to shape the
technical, and importantly, social, digital infrastructure of Australia, beyond 2020.  That discussion
is  intended to include,  but  span beyond the NBN network and must  take in  the evolving and
converging  mesh  of  technologies  and  infrastructure  (fixed  line,  mobile/5G,  fixed  wireless,
narrowband and satellite) in this country.

This conversation will occur against a backdrop of the most radical digital transformation in human
history. Beyond 2020, Australia will  see emerging technologies such as virtual and augmented
reality, high definition video conferencing, artificial intelligence, holographics, and robotics enter the
mainstream. Concomitantly, Australia’s population is aging rapidly, and we face myriad challenges
in communicating across and beyond our wide brown land. We must be prepared, both socially
and operationally, to harness technology to advance all our peoples. 

The aim of the Alliance is to ensure that there is a broad technical and social discussion, which
engages  the  Australian  community,  about  what  outcomes  are  needed  from an  ever  evolving
digitally enabled world and from an Alliance perspective,  how we facilitate the achievement of
those  outcomes  technically.  Further,  the  Alliance  is  committed  to  optimising  the  utilisation,
coordination and integration of the digital  infrastructure technology mix for maximum benefit  to
Australia, and Australians. 

Given that the starting point is 2020, the Alliance will reflect on the anticipated technical position of
broadband,  Internet  and  communications  infrastructure  at  that  point,  and  will  provide  a
comprehensive examination and discussion of what will serve this country and her peoples best
beyond that time, over time.

The Beyond 2020 Alliance is not ……

The Alliance is not a lobbying group. It has no political alliances and eschews political or partisan
debate about the science and technologies of the digitally enabled economy and the infrastructure
that supports it. 
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The Beyond 2020 Alliance is ……

All organisations in the Alliance are comprised of highly respected members of the information
communication and technology (ICT) communities and industries of Australia and have a wealth of
technical and social experience in many fields, not the least of which is telecommunications and
broadband infrastructure and Internet technologies. We aim to utilise the breadth and depth of that
expertise to engage the Australian community in discussion and debate -  and articulate options for
achieving our digitally enabled future

The Alliance intends to build up a combined body of evidence-based and research-backed sources
and knowledge, openly accessible by the Australian community, that arises out of the discussion,
debate and exploration by participants of the same. In doing so it hopes to inform the community of
the choices of technology and most sustainable strategies to ensure that our growing needs are
both met and are capable of long term evolution and growth.

The Alliance aspires to become a well regarded reference group and a highly respected, objective
and sought  after  source of  knowledge and information about  the technical  aspects and social
impact of the digitally enabled economy and Infrastructure in this country beyond 2020.

About the Alliance Members

Linux Australia

Linux Australia is the peak body for Open Source communities in Australia. Linux Australia 
represents approximately 5000 Australian users and developers of Free Software and Open 
Technologies, and facilitates internationally-renowned events including linux.conf.au -- 
Australasia's grassroots Free and Open Source Software Conference.

Website: https://www.linux.org.au | Contact: Kathy Reid – president@linux.org.au

Information Technology Professionals Australia

Information Technology Professionals Association (ITPA) is a not-for-profit organisation 
established to advance the understanding of ICT matters within the community, corporate and 
government sectors in Australia.

Our members are professionals within the IT Industry in Australia and abroad who aim to advance 
the practice of Information Technology as a profession.

Our vision is for our members to deliver outcomes which enhance and enrich society through the 
understanding and application of technology in an increasingly online world.

 Website: https://www.itpa.org.au | Contact: Robert Hudson – president@itpa.org.au
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Internet Australia

Internet Australia is the not-for-profit peak organisation representing everyone who uses the
Internet. Our mission – “Helping Shape Our Internet Future” – is to promote Internet developments
for the benefit of the whole community, including business, educational, government and private
Internet users. We are a broad member-based organisation not an industry lobby group. Our
directors and members hold significant roles in Internet-related organisations and enable us to
provide high level policy and technical information to Internet user groups, governments and
regulatory authorities. Through our participation as the Australian chapter of the global Internet
Society we contribute to the development of international Internet regulations and policies.

Website: https://www.internet.org.au | Contact: george.fong@internet.org.au

Telecommunications Association

TelSoc is a multidisciplinary society whose aim is to promote knowledge, understanding and 
excellence in telecommunications and its applications including the digital economy. There are 
regular networking activities and lectures in all states of Australia plus two keynote orations each 
year. TelSoc also publishes the Australian Journal of Telecommunications and the Digital 
Economy.

Website: https://www.telsoc.org | Contact: Tim Herring - tim.herring@telsoc.org
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